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Abstract
A commitment protocol is a fundamental cryptographic primitive
used as a basic building block throughout modern cryptography. In
STOC 1991, Dolev Dwork and Naor showed that in many settings
the implementation of this fundamental primitive requires a strong
non-malleability property in order not to be susceptible to a certain
class of attacks. In this paper, assuming that a common random
string is available to all players, we show how to implement nonmalleable commitment without any interaction and based on any
one-way function. In contrast, all previous solutions required either logarithmically many rounds of interaction or strong algebraic
assumptions.

1 Introduction

COMMITMENT: One of the most fundamental cryptographic
protocols is the commitment protocol. A commitment protocol involves two probabilistic polynomial-time players: the
committer and the receiver. Very informally, it consists of two
stages, a commitment stage and a de-commitment stage. In
the commitment stage, the committer with a secret input x
engages in a protocol with the receiver. In the end of this
protocol, receiver still does not know what x is (i.e. x is computationally hidden), and at the same time, the committer
can subsequently (i.e., during the de-commitment stage) open
only one possible value of x.
Commitment is used as a sub-protocol in a vast variety
of cryptographic applications, including, to name a few, contract signing [8], zero-knowledge proofs for all of NP [11], general multi-party computations [12] and many others. Hence, a
more ecient implementation of this protocol (with the right
notion of security) is crucial for the ecient implementation
of a variety of cryptographic primitives.
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THE MODEL and OUR CONTRIBUTION: We will con-

sider the common random string model (originally introduced
in [5] and elaborated in [4], for non-interactive zero-knowledge
proofs), a model where a polynomial-length common random
string is available to all the users. In this setting, we consider
the following problem: users wish to commit (and later decommit) values to one another, in a so-called non-malleable
manner [6], where informally, a non-malleable commitment
requires that given a \committed" value, an attacker can not
come-up with a commitment of a \related" value.
In this paper, we exhibit a non-malleable commitment protocol which relies on the existence of any one-way function
(a necessary and sucient assumption), does not require interaction (i.e., committer sends a single message to receiver
for both commitment and de-commitment stages) and does
not use any costly zero-knowledge proofs. In contrast, despite
the fundamental importance of this primitive (formalized by
Dolev, Dwork and Naor [6]), all previous work required either
logarithmically many rounds of interaction (in the size of identities) and the use of zero-knowledge proofs [6] or very strong
assumptions [7, 3].
In the heart of our construction there are a new protocol
and a new proof-technique, which allow us to completely avoid
many rounds of interaction without sacri cing the generality
of the assumption. As with the original work of Dolev, Dwork
and Naor [6], our setting does not assume a trusted center,
and users do not need to know anything about the number or
identity of other users in the system.
In our model, we assume the existence of a common random string, whereas [6] do not. However, our results extend
to the case where no such common random string is available
(again based on any one-way function and without the use of
zero-knowledge).

THE NOTION OF NON-MALLEABILITY: The notion of

non-malleable commitment can be best explained with the following motivating example from [6]: suppose there are several
players who participate in a contract bidding game, where a
contract goes to the lowest bidder. First, the players send
the commitments of their bids, and once all bids have been
deposited, they de-commit. In [6] it was observed that even
if the commitment scheme is computationally secure against
any polynomially-bounded receivers, still a malicious committer can potentially come up with a commitment of a related
bid, without any knowledge what the original bid is, but still
being able to underbid. The reason is that the standard notion of commitment does not disallow the ability to come-up
with the related commitments (for which an attacker does not
know the de-commitment at the commitment stage), but for
which once the attacker gets the de-commitment of the original value, he can compute the de-commitment of his related
de-commitment as well. In fact, in the appendix we show that
several standard commitment schemes are provably malleable.

PREVIOUS WORK: The notion of non-malleability was rst

formalized and implemented by Dolev, Dwork and Naor in [6].
Their main result is the rst implementation of non-malleable
commitment based on any one-way function. The drawbacks
of their solution are that it requires at least logarithmic number of rounds of interaction between committer and receiver
and it uses costly zero-knowledge proofs.
Based on algebraic assumptions, one can build a non-malleable
commitment scheme using non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs
of knowledge of De Santis and Persiano [7]. That is, [7] implement non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of knowledge
assuming the existence of so-called \dense" cryptosystems,
which in turn are known to exist only under some strong algebraic assumptions (such as RSA). Moreover, the scheme uses
inecient zero-knowledge sub-protocols.
With even stronger assumption, that of the existence of
cryptographic hash functions which behave like random oracles, Bellare and Rogaway [3] showed how to implement nonmalleable commitment in an ecient way. However it is not
known how to implement (or even de ne) such random oracles
with the properties that they require under any complexitytheoretic assumptions. In practical setting, the implementation substitutes a random oracle with collision-free hash function (like MD5) and relies on an unproven assumption that
MD5 or some other function behaves like a random oracle.
In summary, all the previous proposed solutions to this
fundamental problem required either very strong assumptions
or logarithmic number of rounds of interaction, and relied on
inecient zero-knowledge proofs.

REMARKS and GENERALIZATIONS: We introduce new

techniques for achieving non-malleability, which avoid using
proofs of knowledge or zero-knowledge proofs and use weakest
possible complexity assumptions (since any bit-commitment
protocol implies the existence of a one-way function [16]).
Speci cally, in a completely anonymous setting, we construct a
non-interactive non-malleable string commitment scheme under the (minimal) assumption of the existence of one-way functions.
Several remarks regarding de nitions of malleability are in
order here. (The concerns are the same as in [6] and these
points are addressed there as well, for further discussion the
reader is suggested to look there.) One is the issues of identities. In a completely anonymous setting, one can not prevent
exact copying of the commitments. Thus, the non-malleability
de nition speci es that if the commitment is not copied exactly, then it is not related according to any interesting relation
(for further details, see [6]). Assuming user identities, one can
prevent exact copying as well.
We remark that our techniques allow polynomially many
commitments by using a public random string of xed size and
also generalize to other settings and other non-malleable tasks
as well, including non-malleable zero-knowledge and non-malleable
commitment without the common random string. They also
generalize the assumption needed for a result on interactive
arguments in [2]. Finally, we remark that our techniques in
fact solve another open problem posed by Beaver [1] { that
of the construction of so-called equivocable bit-commitment,
which has implications to zero-knowledge proofs as well. We
postpone this and other generalizations to the full version of
the paper.

selecting element x according to distribution D. Moreover,
the notation y A(x), where A is an algorithm, denotes the
random process of obtaining y when running algorithm A on
input x, where the probability space is given by the random
coins (if any) of algorithm A. A random variable V will be
denoted by fR1 ; : : : ; Rn : vg, where v denotes the values that
V can assume, and R1 ; : : : ; Rn is a sequence of random processes generating value v. By Pr[R1 ; : : : ; Rn : E ] we denote
the probability of event E , after the execution of random processes R1 ; : : : ; Rn . We say that a function in n is negligible if
it is  n,c , for all constants c and all suciently large n.
System model. We will consider a distributed model known
as the public-random-string model [5, 4], introduced in order
to construct non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs (i.e., zeroknowledge proofs which consist of a single message sent from
a prover to a veri er). In this model, all parties share a public
reference string which is assumed to be uniformly distributed.
Furthermore, this model is anonymous in a strong sense: parties do not have any knowledge of other parties' identities,
or of the network topology. A sender-receiver pair (A,B) is
a pair of probabilistic polynomial-time Turing machines sharing a communication tape. We will distinguish between the
algorithms A,B and the parties S; R that execute such algo-n
rithms. We assume all parties share a security parameter 1
as common input.
Indistinguishability. Following [13, 21], we say that two families of random variables V0 ; V1 are computationally indistinguishable if for all ecient non-uniform (distinguishing) algorithms Dn , for every d > 0 and all suciently large n,
Pr[Dn (V0 (1n )) = 1] , Pr[Dn (V1 (1n )) = 1] < n,d :
In the sequel, the index n will usually be omitted when referring to families of random variables.
We say that two families of random variables V0 ; V1 are perfectly indistinguishable, if they are identically distributed.

2.1 Bit-commitment schemes
We start by de ning the basic bit-commitment primitive, which
will be used as a building block for constructing the much
stronger primitive of non-malleable string-commitment.
Informally speaking, a bit-commitment scheme (A,B) in the
public-random-string model is a two-phase interactive protocol between two probabilistic polynomial time parties A and B,
called the sender and the receiver, respectively, such that the
following is true. In the rst phase (the commitment phase),
A commits to bit b by computing a pair of keys (com;dec) and
sending com (the commitment key) to B. Given just the public
random string and the commitment key, the polynomial-time
receiver B cannot guess the bit with probability signi cantly
better than 1=2 (this is the security property). In the second
phase (the decommitment phase) A reveals the bit b and the
key dec (the decommitment key) to B. Now B checks whether
the decommitment key is valid; if not, B outputs a special
string ?, meaning that he rejects the decommitment from A;
otherwise, B can eciently compute the bit b revealed by A
and is convinced that b was indeed chosen by A in the rst
phase (this is the binding property).
We remark that the commitment schemes considered in the
literature can be divided in two types, according to whether
2 De nitions
the security property holds with respect to computationally
bounded adversaries or to unbounded adversaries. The rst
In this section we recall some de nitions about indistinguisha(resp., second) type of bit-commitment schemes have been
bility, and the de nitions of bit-commitment scheme, equivoto have applications mostly to zero-knowledge proofs
cable bit-commitment scheme and non-malleable bit-commitment shown
(resp., arguments) (see, e.g., [11, 18]). A computationallyscheme in a public random string model.
secure bit-commitment scheme has been constructed under the
Basic notations and de nitions.
minimal assumption of the existence of pseudo-random genBasic notations. We use notations for probabilistic algorithms
erators (see [17]). A perfectly-secure bit-commitment scheme
similar to those in [13]. The notation x S denotes the ranhas been constructed under the assumption of the existence of
dom process of selecting element x from set S with uniform
one-way permutations (see [18]). In the following, we include
probability distribution over S . Similarly, if D is a distriboth types in the same formal de nition.
bution, the notation x S denotes the random process of

De nition 1 (Non-interactive bit-commitment )

Let a be a constant,
n be an integer and  be a public random
string of length na ; let (A,B) be a sender-receiver pair. We say
that (A,B) is a computationally-secure bit-commitment scheme
(resp. perfectly-secure bit-commitment scheme) in the publicrandom-string model if the following conditions hold:
1. Meaningfulness. For all constants c, each b 2 f0; 1g, and
all suciently large n,

Pr[


d

f0; 1gna ; (com ; dec ) A(; b);
B (; com;dec) : d = b ]  1 , n,c :

the case of computational security). Precisely, the existence
of an ecient simulator which is able to construct a commitment key, that can be opened in two ways, seems to be in
contrast with the binding property of the scheme, requiring
that an in nitely powerful committer is not allowed to do so
in a real execution of the scheme. In [1] the construction of an
equivocable commitment scheme is left as an open problem.
In this paper, we show the existence of an equivocable commitment scheme in the public-random-string model, and use
it to construct a non-malleable commitment scheme.

2.3 Non-malleable commitment scheme
We present the de nition of non-malleable commitment schemes,
introduced in [6]. Here, we present an adaptation of that def2. Security. The families of random variables A0 and A1
inition to the public random string model.
are computationally (resp.
perfectly)
indistinguishable,
a
n
where Ab = f f0; 1g ; (com;dec) A(; b) : (; com)g, Let k be an integer and let D be an eciently sampleable
distribution over the set of k-bit strings (represented by its
for b = 0; 1.
generator). Let R be a relation approximator, that is, an e3. Binding. For all algorithms (resp. probabilistic polynocient probabilistic algorithm that, given two strings, returns a
binary output (algorithm R is supposed to measure the corremial time algorithms) A0 , all constants c, and all suciently large n,
lation between the two input strings). Also, given a committer
algorithm, we say that A0 is an adversary simulator if, on ina
Pr[  f0; 1gn ; (com;dec0 ; dec1 ) A0 ():
put D, it outputs a string in f0; 1gk (algorithm A0 is supposed
,
c
to simulate the behavior of an adversary who is not given a
B (; com;dec0 ) = 0 ^ B (; com;dec1 ) = 1 ] < n :
commitment as input).
Now, consider two experiments: an a-posteriori experiment, and an a-priori one.
We remark that the above de nition naturally extends to a
In the a-posteriori experiment, given a commitment com1
de nition of string commitment scheme, where the security is
to a string s1 , an ecient non-uniform adversary A tries to
formalized using the notion of semantic security [13]. Morecompute a commitment com2 6= com1 which, later, when he
over, for any string s = s1     sn , where si 2 f0; 1g, the
is given the decommitment of com1 , can be decommitted as a
scheme obtained by independently committing to each bit si
string s2 , having some correlation with string s1 .
using a secure bit-commitment scheme is a secure string comIn the a-priori experiment, an adversary simulator A0 commitment scheme.
mits to a string s2 , given only the knowledge of D.
We consider a non-malleable commitment scheme as a com2.2 Equivocable bit-commitment scheme
mitment scheme in which for any relation approximator R
and
for any adversary A, there exists an adversary simulator
Informally speaking, a bit-commitment scheme is equivocable
A0 which succeeds \almost as well" as A in returning strings
if it satis es the following additional requirement. There exwhich make R evaluate to 1.
ists an ecient simulator which outputs a transcript leading
to a faked commitment such that: (a) the commitment can be
De nition 3 (Non-interactive non-malleable string
decommitted both as 0 and as 1, and (b) the simulated trancommitment) Let a be a constant, let (A,B) be a non-interactive
script is indistinguishable from a real execution. We now forstring commitment scheme in the public random string model.
mally de ne the equivocability property for bit-commitment
We say that (A,B) is a non-interactive non-malleable string
schemes in the public random string model.
commitment scheme in the public random string model if for
De nition 2 (Non-interactive equivocable bit commitment)
every ecient non-uniform algorithm A, there
exists an efcient non-uniform adversary simulator A0 , such that for all
Let a be a constant,a n be an integer and  be a public random
relation approximators R, for all eciently sampleable distristring of length n ; let (A,B) be a bit-commitment scheme
butions D, for all constants c and all suciently large n, it
in the public random string model. We say that (A,B) is a
holds that p(A; R) , p0 (A0 ; R)  n,c , where the probabilities
non-interactive computationally (resp., perfectly) equivocable
p(A; R) and p0 (A0 ; R) are de ned as
bit commitment scheme in the public random string model if
there exists
an ecient probabilistic algorithm M which, on
input 1n , outputs a 4-tuple (0 ; com0; dec0 ; dec1 ), satisfying the
p(A; R) = Pr[  f0; 1gna ; s D;
following:
(com1; dec1) A(; s);
1. For c = 0; 1, it holds that B(0 ; com0; decc) = c.
com2 A(; com1);
2. For b =a 0; 1, the families of random variables A0 = f
dec2 A(;com1 ; com2; dec1 ) :
f0; 10gn ; (0com;dec) A(; b) n: (; com;dec)g and A1 =
B (; com1 ; dec1) = s ^
f ( ; com ; dec0 ; dec1) M (1 ) :
B (; com2 ; dec2) = t ^
(0 ; com0; decb)g are computationally (resp., perfectly)
com2 6= com1 ^ R(s; t) = 1 ]:
indistinguishable.
Remarks and history. As for ordinary commitment, we
remark that the above de nition naturally extends to a de p0 (A0 ; R) = Pr[ s D; t A0 (D) : R(s; t) = 1 ]:
nition of equivocable string commitment scheme, and that for
any string s = s1    sn , where si 2 f0; 1g, the scheme
obtained by independently committing to each bit si using an
Remarks. Notice that the de nition of non-interactive nonmalleable bit commitment can be easily derived from the above.
equivocable bit-commitment scheme is an equivocable string
commitment scheme. Equivocable bit-commitment schemes
For sake of clarity, we will rst describe our construction of a
have been rst discussed in [1], who observed the seemingly
non-interactive non-malleable bit commitment (in Section 4),
and then give a technique transforming any non-interactive
paradoxical requirement that such schemes need to satisfy (in

non-malleable bit commitment scheme into a non-interactive
non-malleable string commitment scheme (notice that simple
repetition does not work, see Section 5).
Moreover, we see that in the above de nition the adversary
succeeds only if he generates a di erent commitment key; i.e.,
if com1 6= com2. In other words,
we are ruling out the situation in which the committer S20 simply copies the commitment
string sent by committer S1 . The reason for this is that, as also
observed by [6], this situation provably cannot be avoided in a
setting of fully anonymous parties, while, on the other hand,
it can always be avoided in a setting in which parties have
veri able identities.
Finally, we notice that the above de nition considers an adversary that uses the same commitment scheme as the original
committer. We can generalize the de nition to require that a
scheme is non-malleable if the adversary, using any commitment scheme, is not successful as formalized above. We note
that our schemes satisfy this stronger de nition as well. We
have also investigated several alternative but equivalent de nitions for non-malleable commitment, which we will further
explore in the full version.

3 Non-interactive equivocable bit-commitment
In this section we show that in the public random string model
any non-interactive bit-commitment scheme can be transformed
into a non-interactive equivocable bit-commitment scheme.
Precisely, we show that the bit-commitment scheme from [17],
when implemented in the public random string model, can be
shown to be equivocable. Since the scheme in [17] is based
on the existence of pseudo-random generators, and pseudorandom generators are known to exist under the assumption
of existence of a one-way function (using [15]), we obtain
that there exists a non-interactive equivocable commitment
scheme under the minimal assumption of the existence of a
one-way function. Observing that one-way functions can be
constructed from a non-interactive bit-commitment scheme
(using [16]), we obtain the following
Theorem 1 In the public random string model, given a noninteractive commitment scheme it is possible to construct a
non-interactive equivocable commitment scheme.
Notice that it is enough to prove the above theorem for the
case of single bit-commitment, since, as already remarked, this
would extend to strings using simple independent repetition.
Now, we start by brie y recalling the bit-commitment scheme
in [17], and its properties, and then prove that the implementation of this scheme in the public random string model is
equivocable.

Bit commitment from any pseudo-random
generator
[17]. Let n > 0 be an integer, and G : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g3n be

a pseudo-random generator agreed upon by the committer A
and the receiver B.
Commitment phase. First B sends a 3n-bit uniformly chosen
string R = r1    r3n , where each ri 2 f0; 1g. Then A
uniformly chooses an n-bit seed s and computes G(s) = t1 
  t3n , where each ti 2 f0; 1g. Then, in order to commit to
bit b, for i = 1; : : : ; 3n, the committer computes bit ci = ti if
ri = 0 or bit ci = ti  b if ri = 1. The commitment key is
then string com = c1    c3n , and the decommitment key is
dec = s. Then A sends the commitment key to B.
Decommitment phase. A sends the decommitment key to B.
The receiver B, given R,com and s, performs the following
test: If com = G(s), B outputs 0; if com = G(s)  R, B
outputs 1; otherwise, B outputs ?.
The analysis in [17] shows the two basic properties of this
scheme: 1) a probabilistic polynomial time receiver breaking
the (computational) security property of the scheme can be
turned into a probabilistic polynomial algorithm which breaks
the pseudo-random generator; 2) the probability (over the random choice of R) that an in nitely powerful committer can

output a commitment key which can be decommitted both as
0 and as 1 is negligible.

Equivocability of the implementation in the public
random string model. First of all, notice that the scheme

in [17] can be executed in the public random string model, as
follows. The step in which B sends the 3n-bit random string
R = r1    r3n to A is replaced as follows: A just sets R
equal to the rst 3n bits from the public reference string. The
remaining steps are the same as in the original scheme (see
above description). We obtain:
Lemma 1 The implementation in the public random string
model of the bit-commitment scheme in [17] results in an
equivocable bit-commitment scheme.
Proof: n We need to show an ecient
simulator M , which on
input 1 , generates a 4-tuple (0 ; com0; dec0 ; dec1) satisfying
properties 1 and 2 of De nition 2.
The algorithm M . n On input 1n , M uniformly chooses two
seeds s0 ; s1 2 f0; 1g , and computes u = G(s0 ) and v = G(s1 ).
Then it sets the faked random 0string as 0 = R = u  v, the
faked commitment
key as com = u, the decommitment key
opening com0 as b will be string decb = sb , for b = 0; 1.
M can open both as 0 and as 1. Clearly, string 0s0 is a valid
decommitment key of the commitment key com as0 0. Now,
to see that s1 is a valid decommitment key of com = u as 1,
we write strings R; u; v as R = r1   r3n , u = u1   u3n ,
and v = v1    v3n . From the construction of M , it holds
that ri = ui  vi , for i = 1; : : : ; 3n, and therefore, in order to
open R as 1, M has to present a seed s such that t = G(s) =
t1    t3n , where ti = ui if ri = 0 and ti = ui  b if ri = 1.
Since b = 1, we obtain t = u  R = v, and therefore s = s1 .
M 's output is indistinguishable from a real execution. Let
us recall the de nition ofnathe two random variables in De nition 2: A0 = f f0; 1g ; (com;dec) A(; b) : (; com;dec)g,
and A1 = f(0 ; com0; dec0 ; dec1) M (1n ) : (0 ; com0; decb))g.
Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that there exists a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm D, which distinguishes A0
from A1 with probability at least n,c , for some constant c and
in nitely many n. We show the existence of a probabilistic
polynomial time algorithm E , which, using D as a subroutine,
is able to distinguish the output of pseudo-random generator G from a totally random string with probability at least
n,c , for some constant c and in nitely many n. Algorithm E
works as follows:
on input a string y, it randomly chooses a
seed s 2 f0; 1gn and sets u = G(s) and R = u  y. Now, it
randomly chooses v fy; ug, and runs algorithm D on input
(R; v; s). Algorithm D returns a bit c, denoting that it guesses
that the triple (R; v; s) is distributed according to Ac . Finally,
algorithm E outputs `pseudo-random' if c = 1 and `random' if
c = 0. By observing that the triple (R; v; s) is distributed as
A0 if y is totally random or as A1 if y is output by G, we derive
that the probability that algorithm E distinguishes whether
y is random or pseudo-random is the same as the probability
that algorithm D distinguishes A0 from A1 .

4 Non-interactive non-malleable bit-commitment
In this section we show a transformation from any non-interactive
bit-commitment scheme to a non-interactive non-malleable bitcommitment scheme. The transformation is done in the common random string model and does not make use of any additional assumption. We obtain:
Theorem 2 In the common random string model, for any
computationally secure non-interactive commitment scheme,
it is possible to construct a computationally secure non-interactive
non-malleable commitment scheme.
Using [15], we obtain as a corollary that there exists a noninteractive non-malleable commitment scheme under the minimal assumption of the existence of one-way functions. Moreover, our theorem extends to the case of perfect security. In

order to simplify the presentation, in this section we will only
deal with bit-commitment, and explain the (non-trivial) extension to string commitment in Section 5. In Section 4.1 we
describe our construction of the non-interactive non-malleable
bit-commitment scheme, and in Section 4.2 we prove that our
construction meets the requirements of De nition 3.

for this is that the adversary is able to open a commitment in
two
ways, given a not totally random public reference string
 0 . Instead, the binding property says that an ecient committer cannot open a commitment in two ways, given a totally
random string. We will overcome this problem with another
modi cation of our commitment scheme: instead of running a
single execution of the commitment scheme, we will run many
executions of commitments to the same bit, each on a di er4.1 The construction
ent portion of the public reference string. In particular, the
portions will be chosen in such a way that with high probabilNow we have all the necessary tools to present our construction
ity the adversary will be forced to choose at least one portion
in the public random string model of a non-interactive nonwhich was left unused by the honest committer. We achieve
malleable bit-commitment scheme. We show a transformation
this using the following authentication procedure. Speci cally,
which, given a non-interactive equivocable bit-commitment
scheme, returns a non-interactive non-malleable bit-commitment the committer chooses the seed for a key of an authentication
scheme, and commits to it using an ordinary non-interactive
scheme. We obtain:
commitment scheme. Then, the bits of this committed key are
Lemma 2 In the public random string model, given a nonused to determine the portions of the reference string on which
interactive bit-commitment scheme (A,B) and a non-interactive
the equivocable bit-commitment scheme will be used. Finally,
the authentication key is used to \seal" all commitments outequivocable bit-commitment scheme (C,D), it is possible to
construct a non-interactive non-malleable bit-commitment scheme put by the equivocable scheme, giving the following property:
either (a) the adversary entirely copies the commitment to the
(Alice,Bob). Furthermore, if (C,D) is computationally secure
seed for the authentication key, or (b) he will run an execution
(resp., perfectly secure) then (Alice,Bob) is also computationof the equivocable commitment scheme using a portion of the
ally secure (resp., perfectly secure).
reference string which was not used by the committer. By the
use of authentication, (a) will happens only with negligible
Clearly, the results in Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 are enough
probability, unless the entire commitment is copied. On the
to prove the result in Theorem 2. We start with an informal
other hand, if (b) happens, then the above properties 1) and
description of the ideas behind the transformation and then
present a formal description of scheme (Alice,Bob) and a proof
2) are enough to show that if the scheme is not non-malleable
for Lemma 2.
then we can contradict the binding property of the scheme
itself. This gives an intuition on how a proof would work for
An informal discussion. Intuitively it might seem that
the mentioned speci c example of a relation approximator R.
the security property of a bit-commitment scheme is enough
Later, in the proof for our scheme, we deal with the more gento guarantee that an adversary observing a commitment key
eral case of any relation approximator
R; in one case we will
com1 to a bit b is not able to eciently compute a commitexhibit an adversary simulator A0 which closely simulates the
ment key com2 to, say, the same bit, with some suciently
adversary A for any R. A formal description of our scheme is
high probability. In fact, this is not the case, since the adin Figure 1.
versary, by looking at com1 , can come up with a commitment
key com2 for which he knows the associated decommitment
4.2 Sketch of proof of Lemma 2
key dec2 only after he sees the decommitment key dec1 associated to com1 . A key idea in our construction is to overcome
The meaningfulness, security and binding properties of the
this situation by constructing a scheme such that the commitabove scheme (Alice,Bob) follow directly from the same propment key com1 does not contain any `useful' information to
erties of the bit-commitment scheme (C,D). We now turn to
the adversary. One way we achieve this in our scheme is as folproving non-malleability.
lows: rst we simulate the execution of the rst0 commitment
Let us assume for the sake of contradiction that (Alice,Bob)
protocol and produce
a
commitment
key
com
,
two
decom1
mitment keys dec00; dec01 and a public reference
string
 0 such
is malleable (i.e., not non-malleable). This means that there
0
0
0
exists a relation approximator R and an ecient
adversary
that 1) for each b = 0; 1, the triple ( ; com ; decb) is compuA such that0 for0 all adversary simulators A0 , the di erence
tationally indistinguishable from the triple (; com;dec) which
p(A; R) , p (A ; R) is noticeable.
is seen by the receiver in an execution of a commitment to bit
The rst step of the proof consists in constructing an alb of the0 real protocol; 2) for each b = 0; 1, the decommitment
gorithm Q which will play the role of the committer but will
key decb is a valid
decommitment
key
as
bit
b
for
the
commitrun a modi ed version of algorithm Alice having the following
ment key com0. Notice that these are precisely the properties
properties: (1) the output of algorithm Q is computationally
of equivocable bit commitment schemes, which we know how
indistinguishable from the output of algorithm Alice; and (2)
to construct from any bit-commitment schemes, as shown in
the commitment key output by algorithm Q can be opened in
Theorem0 1. Now, assume that an 0ecient adversary A, after
two ways. Now, we will show that if there exists an ecient alseeing  and a commitment com to some bit b, is able to
gorithm A contradicting the non-malleability property of (Alcompute a commitment com2 to a bit d such that R(b; d) = 1,
ice,Bob), then this algorithm will either distinguish the output
for some relation approximator R. Also,
assume
that
for
such
of algorithm Q from the output of algorithm Alice (which conR, there is no adversary simulator A0 which closely simulates
A when committing to a bit. We observe that the above mentradicts property (1)) or, using property (2), be able to output
tioned property 2) guarantees that the adversary A can derive
a commitment to a bit which does not depend from the comno `useful'
information when he receives the commitment key
mitment made by algorithm Q (this implies that there exists
0
com and, later, any among the two possible decommitment
an A0 who can simulate some behaviour of adversary A).
keys. In order to simplify the discussion, consider, as an exThe algorithm Q. Now we formally describe algorithm Q.
ample, the case in which the algorithm R outputs 1 on input
bits b; d if and only if b = d. Then, if A succeeds with high
Input to Q:
probability in committing to d such that R(b; d) = 1, then he
A security parameter 1n ;
0
a non-interactive bit-commitment scheme (A,B);
succeeds in \copying" the bit committed by com . However,
a non-interactive equivocable bit-commitment scheme (C,D).
notice that this
is
impossible,
since
in
the
simulated
commita pseudo-random generator G.
ment key com0, the bit b can be opened both as 0 and as 1 after
Instructions for Q.
A commits to d, and therefore the adversary A would be able
to open bit d both as 0 and as 1 as well. Now, we would like
Q.1 (Simulate commitment to the authentication key.)
to use this fact to contradict the binding property of the origUniformly choose a seed s 0; 1 n ;
inal bit-commitment scheme. The above fact alone, however,
let s1
sn be its binary expansion;
is not enough to contradict the binding property. The reason
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for i = 1; :: : ; 2n,
uniformly choose string i;
run algorithm A on input ( i ; si ),
let (A-comi ; A-deci ) be its output;
set A-com = A-com1
A-comn ;
let d1
dm be its binary expansion;
for j = 1;: :: ; m,
run algorithm M on input 1n ;
let (j ; C -comj ; C -decj;0 ; C -decj;1 ) be its output;
set j;dj = j and uniformly choose j;1,dj ;
set = 1;0 1;1
m;0 m;1 ;
set 0 = 1
n ;
(Simulate authentication phase.)
set C -com = C -com1
C -comm and q = 2jC ,comj ;
compute G(s) = a b, for a; b 0; 1 m ;
compute tag0 = a (C -com) + b (over GF (q));
let Q-com0 = (A-com; C -com; tag);
let A-dec = A-dec1
A-decn ;
let C -deci = C -dec1;i
C -decm;i , for i = 0; 1;
set Q-dec0i = (A-dec; C -deci ), for i = 0; 1;
(Output in the commitment phase.)
Output: (0 ; Q-com0 ).
(Output in the decommitment phase.)
For b 0= 0; 1, in order to decommit string com as b output:
Q-decb .
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Q.3

Q.4

In the following two lemmas, we show that algorithm Q satises the above discussed two properties (1) and (2). The rst
property says that algorithm Q outputs a commitment key for
which he can provide two decommitment keys, one opening it
as 0 and the other as 1. Its proof follows directly from the
Property 1 of equivocable commitment schemes. The second
property of algorithm Q says that the output of algorithm Q
is indistinguishable from a real execution of the protocol.
Lemma 3 Let (C,D) be an equivocable bit commitment scheme.
Then the output of algorithm Q satis es the following. For
each j = 1; : : : ; m, and c = 0; 1, it holds that Bob( j;dj ; Alicecomj ; Alice-decj;c) = c.
Lemma 4 Let (A,B) be a commitment scheme, and (C,D)
be an equivocable commitment scheme. Also, let us denote
by V0 = (; Alice-com;Alice-dec) the view of algorithm Bob
when receiving messages from algorithm Alice in the commitment
and decommitment phase, where the input to Alice is
(1n ; b). Similarly, let us denote by V1 = (0 ; Q-com0; Q-dec0b)
the view of algorithm Bob when receiving messages from algorithm Q in the commitment
and decommitment phase, where
the input to Q is (1n ). If the scheme (C,D) is computationally
equivocable then V0 and V1 are computationally indistinguishable.
Proof: Let us compare0 the distribution
of strings (; Alicecom;Alice-dec) and ( ; Q-com0; Q-dec0b), sent by algorithm
Alice on input b, and algorithm Q, respectively. Notice that
we can write  = ( 1 ; : : : ; n; ), Alice-com = (A-com;C com;tag
), 0 = ( 01; : : : ; 0n ; 0)( and Q-com0 = (A-com0; C com0; tag0 ). We see that the probability distribution of the
triple (( 1 ; : : : ; n ); A-com;tag) conditioned by the value of
the triple ( ; C -com;C -dec) is the same as the distribution
of the triple (( 01 ; : : : ; 0n ); A-com0; tag0 ) conditioned by the
value of the triple ( 0 ; C -com0; C -dec0). Namely, the triple
(( 1 ; : : : ; n ); A-com;tag) is computed as follows: A-com is a
commitment to a randomly chosen seed s, using 1 ; : : : ; n
as public random strings, and tag is a valid authentication of
string C -com using the key (a; b) obtained as G(s) = a  b. The
same is true for triple (( 01 ; : : : ; 0n ); A-com0; tag0 ), conditioned
by the value of the triple ( 0 ; C -com0; C -dec0). Then the only
di erence in Bob's view in the two cases might be between the

triples ( ;C -com,C -dec) and ( 0 ,C -com0,C -dec0). Here, notice
that the rst triple is a transcript of an execution of the equivocable commitment scheme (C,D), and the second triple is the
output of the simulator M of such scheme. Therefore, the two
triples are computationally indistinguishable by Property 2 of
equivocable commitment schemes if (C,D) is computationally
equivocable.
Now we use algorithm Q to show that the assumption that the
scheme (Alice,Bob) is malleable brings us to a contradiction.
First of all, de ne probability q(A; R) as
q(A; R) = Pr[ (; com;dec0 ; dec1) Q;
com0 A(; com);
b D; dec0 A(; com;com0; decb);
Bob(; com;decb) = b ^
Bob(; com0; dec0 ) = d ^
com0 6= com ^ R(b; d) = 1 ]:
Intuitively, q measures the probability that A succeeds when
facing the simulator Q.
Recall that by our contradiction assumption, there exist a relation approximator R and an
ecient algorithm A such that for
all adversary simulators A0 , the di erence p(A; R),p0 (A0; R) is
at least n,c , for some constant0 c 0and in nitely many n. Now,
since we can write p(A; R) , p (A ; R) = (p(A;R) , q(A; R))+
(q(A; R) , p0 (A0 ; R)), we have that at least one of the two
di erences (p(A; R) , q(A; R)) and (q(A; R) , p0 (A0 ; R)) is at
least n,c , for some constant c and in nitely many n. We then
derive two cases which we analyze in the rest of the proof.
Case 1. In the rst case we assume that there exist a relation approximator R and an ecient algorithm A such that
the di erence p(A; R) , q(A; R) is at least n,c for in nitely
many n and some constant c. Now, consider the de nitions of
the two random experiments involved in probabilities p(A; R)
and q(A; R). We see that the only di erence is that the rst
experiment uses algorithm Alice, while the second one uses
algorithm Q. Therefore algorithm A can be used to eciently
distinguish the view of Bob when receiving messages from algorithm Q from the view of Bob when receiving messages from
algorithm Alice in the commitment and decommitment phase
with

Input to Alice and Bob: n
 A security
parameter 1 ;
 an na -bit reference string , for some constant a;
 a non-interactive bit-commitment scheme (A,B);
 a non-interactive equivocable bit-commitment scheme (C,D).
 a pseudo-random generator G;
Input to Alice: A bit b.
Instructions for Alice:
A.1 (Commitment to a seed for an authentication key.)
Write  as  = 1     n  ; n
uniformly choose a seed s 2 f0; 1g ;
let s1    sn be its binary expansion;

for i = 1; : : : ; n,
run algorithm A on input ( i ; si ), and let (A-comi ; A-deci ) be its output;
set A-com = A-com1    A-comn and let d1    dm be its binary expansion;
write as = 1;0  1;1    m;0  m;1 .
A.2 (Bit commitment and commitment authentication.)
For j = 1; : : : ; m,
run algorithm C on input ( j;dj ; b), and let (C -comj ; C -decj ) be its output;
set C -com = C -com1    C -comm ;
set q = 2jC -comj and z = G(s);
write z as z = a  b, where a; b 2 GF (q);
compute tag = a  (C -com) + b (over GF (q)).
A.3 (Output.)
Let Alice-com = (A-com;C -com;tag);
set A-dec = A-dec1     A-decn and C -dec = C -dec1    C -decm ;
set Alice-dec = (A-dec;C -dec);
output (Alice-com;Alice-dec).

Input to Bob: Alice-com = (A-com;C -com;tag), Alice-dec = (A-dec;C -dec);
Instructions for Bob:
B.1 (Verify the correctness of the decommitment.)
For i = 1; : : : ; n,
verify that B( i ; A-comi; A-deci ) =
6 ?;
for i = 1; : : : ; n,
let si = B( i ; A-comi; A-deci ), and let s = s1    sn .
let d1    dm be the binary expansion of A-com.
verify that there exists b 2 f0; 1g such that
D( j;dj ; C -comj ; C -decj ) = b for j = 1; : : : ; m.
set q = 2jC -comj and z = G(s);
write z as z = a  b, where a; b 2 GF (q);
verify that tag = a  (C -com) + b (over GF (q));
B.2 (Output.)
If any veri cation is not satis ed then output ? and halt
else output the bit b.

Figure 1: The non-interactive non-malleable commitment scheme (Alice,Bob).

probability n,c0 , for some related constant c0. This contradicts Lemma 4.
Case 2. In the second case, assume that there exist a relation
approximator R and an0 ecient algorithm A such that
for all
adversary simulators A , the di erence q(A; R) , p0 (A0 ; R) is
at least n,c for in nitely many n and some constant c. We
distinguish two sub-cases,
according to whether the strings Acom and A-com0 contained in the commitment keys by Alice
and A, respectively, have equal or di erent0 binary expansion.
Consider rst the case A-com = A-com . We would like to
show that this case happens only with negligible probability
or some contradiction is derived. Also, from our previous assumption we derive that q(A; R) is at least n,c for in nitely
many n and some constant c. To see this, rst notice that
in this case A is copying the commitment to the seed s for
the authentication key (a; b) without knowing the seed s itself. Then, by a standard hybrid argument, either A is
able to break the security property of (A,B), or he is able to
distinguish a pseudo-random string (a; b) from a totally random0 one, or 0A will be able to provide a0 string tag0 such0 that
(tag ; C -com ) 6= (tag; C -com) and tag = a  (C -com ) + b
(by the properties of the authentication scheme the latter can
happen only with negligible probability).1
Now, consider the case A-com 6= A-com0. For b = 0; 1,
de ne probability qb as
(; com;dec0 ; dec1 ) Q; com0 A(; com);
dec0b A(; com;com0; decb) :
Bob(; com;decb) = b ^
Bob(; com0 ; dec0b) = db ^
com0 6= com ^ R(b; db) = 1 ]:
Namely, qb is the probability q(A; R) conditioned by the fact
that distribution D has output bit b. Therefore we can write
q(A; R) = Pr(0 D)  q0 + Pr(1 D)  q1 . Now, notice
that Lemma 3 implies that the two strings dec0 ; dec1 that
are output by algorithm Q satisfy Bob(; com;dec0 ) = 0 and
Bob(; com;dec1 ) = 1. Moreover, we claim that the probability that d0 6= d1 is negligible. To see that the latter claim
is true, assume by contradiction that this0 is not the case.
Then observe that since A-com 6= A-com , by the construction of our scheme (Alice,Bob) (speci cally, the authentication
phase), Alice and A will choose at least one di erent portion
j;dj of the public random string  on which to run the equivocable commitment scheme. Then this implies that Alice will
use all the portions j;dj of string  prepared by algorithm Q
(which are all distributed according to some pseudo-random
distribution), while algorithm A will use at least one out of
all the remaining portions (which are all distributed according
to the uniform distribution). Therefore algorithm A will run
at least one execution of the commitment scheme (C,D) on a
truly uniformly distributed string. Moreover, by our assumption that d0 6= d1 we obtain that with probability at least n,c ,
for some constant0 c, algorithm A is able to0 compute a commitment key com and later decommit com both as a 0 and
as a 1. This clearly contradicts the binding property of the
bit-commitment scheme (C,D).
Now, using that Bob(; com;decb) = b for b = 0; 1, that
d0 6= d1 with negligible probability, and that q(A; R) = Pr(0
D)  q0 + Pr(1 D)  q1 , we obtain that q(A; R) , q0 and
q(A; R) , q1 are negligible. Furthermore, with probability at
least 1 , n,c , for all constants c, it holds that R(0; d0 ) =
R(1; d1 ) = 1. Intuitively, this suggests that the a-posteriori
experiment played by 0 A can be the same as the a-priori ex-0
periment played by A . In fact, we can de ne distribution D
1 The speci c authentication scheme \tag = aM + b" is used for

qb = Pr[

reasons of concreteness; it can be replaced by other authentication
schemes.

over f0; 1g as:
[ (; com;dec0; dec1 ) Q; com0 A(; com);
dec00 A(; com;com0; dec0 ) : Bob(; com0; dec00 ) ]:
Notice 0 that since algorithms Q and A are ecient, distribution D is eciently samplable and therefore algorithm A0 is
also ecient. Now, since d0 6= d1 with negligible probability
and R(0; d0 ) = R(1; d1 ) = 1, the probability that distribution D0 returns bit d is exactly 0equal to d0 , since the random
processes in the de nition of D turn out to coincide to those
in the de nition of q0 (we could have similarly obtained q1
here). Therefore it holds that Pr(d D0 ) = p0 (A0 ; R) = q0 ,
and, using the fact that q(A; R) , q0 is negligible, we obtain
that q(A; R) , p0 (A0 ; R) is also negligible. This negates our
contradiction assumption in this case.

5 Non-interactive Non-Malleable String Commitment
Repetition does not preserve non-malleability. As already remarked, given a secure bit-commitment scheme, it is possible to obtain a string commitment scheme by repeating independent executions of the original bit-commitment scheme.
It should be observed that this transformation does not preserve the non-malleability property. Let us try to get convinced that this is indeed the case. First, let (A,B) be a
bit-commitment scheme, consider a string s of two bits s0 :s1 ,
and a 2-bit-commitment scheme (C,D) constructed as a double repetition of (A,B), each having as input a di erent bit
of s. We see that even if (A,B) is non-malleable then (C,D)
is malleable. Speci cally, consider the algorithm C 0 that, after seeing the commitment com0:com1 to s0 ; s1 made by C ,
outputs com1:com0, namely, he just swaps the two single bitcommitment keys. Clearly, string s1 :s0 is0 `related' to the original string s, and therefore algorithm C shows that scheme
(C,D) is not non-malleable. Notice that our reasoning does not
depend on whether we are in the interactive or non-interactive
setting.
A properly modi ed repetition preserves non-malleability. We
now show a non-interactive non-malleable string commitment
scheme, obtained by a careful repetition of our non-interactive
non-malleable bit commitment scheme. Let (A,B) be an (ordinary) bit-commitment scheme and let (C,D) be an equivocable
bit-commitment scheme. A non-malleable string commitment
scheme (Alice,Bob) can be constructed by properly modifying
the scheme obtained as an independent repetition of scheme
(C,D). The high-level idea of the modi cation consists in using the commitment authentication technique as done in the
scheme in Section 4. In particular, since the committer will
authenticate the commitment key of all commitments to the
string, then the above swapping attack is not possible any
more. We postpone details and proof to the full version.
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A Malleability of some known commitment schemes
We observe that for many secure bit-commitment schemes presented in the literature, it can be provably seen that the nonmalleability property is not satis ed.
Commitments based on random-self-reducible problems.
Typically, bit-commitment schemes that are constructed using
random-self-reducible languages as quadratic residuosity and
discrete log, are of the following form. The committer sends a
string y which belongs to the language if he wants to commit
to a 1, or does not, if he wants to commit to a 0. The randomself-reducibility property
allows an attacker, who is given y,
to obtain a string
y0 such that y0 is in the language if and only
0
if y is. Then y is a commitment to the same bit as y is.
Commitment based on one-way permutations.
A well-known bit-commitment scheme using any one-way permutation can nbe constructed
using the result in [10], as follows.
Let f : f0; 1g ! f0; 1gn be a one-way permutation; in order
to commit to a bit b, the committer randomly chooses two

string x; r 2 f0; 1gn such that x r = b (where denotes inner product betweeen strings), and outputs the commitment
key com = (f (x);r). The decommitment key is string x. Here,
we observe that this scheme is malleable.
Claim 1 There exists a one-way permutation g such that the
above bit-commitment scheme, based on g, is malleable.
Proof: For any one-way permutation f : f0n;+11gn ! f0; 1ng+1n ,
consider the one-way permutation g : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g
such that g(x) = f (x0)  c, where x = x1   xn+1 , x0 = x1 
  xn , and xn+1 = c. Clearly, if f is a one-way permutation
then so is g. Now, let com = (y; r), where y = y1   
yn+1 and r = r1    rn+1 , be a commitment key to a bit
b using the above scheme, based on the one-way permutation
g. 0 An0 attacker can0 commit to bit d 0= b by 0sending com0 =
(y ; r ) 6= com, for y = y1    yn  c , and r = r1    rn 
rn0 +1 , where the pair (c0; rn0 +1 ) is chosen so that c0 ^ rn0 +1 =
c ^ rn+1 , and (c0; rn0 +1 ) 6= (c; rn+1 ). Later, when he sees the
decommitment key dec = x = x1    xn  b, he can0 return a
valid decommitment key dec = x = x1    xn  c for com.
Commitment based on pseudo-random generators.
The bit-commitment scheme in [17] is based on pseudo-random
generators (see Section 3 for a description of the scheme).
Here, we observe that this scheme is malleable.
Claim 2 The bit-commitment scheme in [17] is malleable.
Proof: Given a random string R and a commitment com to
a bit b, an attacker
can commit to bit 1 , b by sending the
commitment com0 = com  R. The decommitment key dec
opening 0commitment key com as b also opens commitment
key com as 1 , b.

